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Abstract

A theoretical model of a two-phase air/dispersed water spray flow in an icing wind

tunnel is presented here. The mutual interactions taking place within the dispersed

phase known as binary droplet collisions, as well as gravitational sedimentation are

considered. Where large droplets and low air stream velocities are concerned, the

effect of gravity on droplet dynamics is considerable. Gravity causes the vertical

deflection of droplet trajectories and an increase in liquid water content (LWC) in

the bottom half of the wind tunnel. Droplet collision tends to influence the size,

trajectory and velocity of droplets thus affecting the characteristics of the flow and,

thereby, the formation of ice on the object placed in the wind tunnel. The present

model simulates droplet motion and droplet collision in an icing wind tunnel, where

it may be observed that bouncing, stable coalescence, or coalescence followed by

separation are the possible outcomes of collision. In the theoretical examination,

firstly, the effect of gravity on the vertical deflection of droplet trajectories and on
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the vertical distribution of the LWC near the icing object are taken into account,

while droplet collision is disregarded. Then both factors are considered and collision

outcome is determined together with the size and velocity of post-collision droplets.

The initial droplet size distribution (DSD), as it occurs at the nozzle outlet, is

estimated by a curve in accordance with previous experimental results. The DSD is

determined theoretically near the icing object, which makes it possible to calculate

the median volume diameter and the LWC of the aerosol cloud. The simulation

results with regard to the LWC are compared to the experimental results obtained

in this research and a satisfactory qualitative coincidence is to be found between

them.

Key words: Droplet collision and coalescence, Droplet size distribution, Liquid

water content

1 Introduction

The droplet size distribution (DSD) of an aerosol cloud together with its tem-

perature, the free stream velocity and the liquid water content (LWC) are

among the most important factors affecting atmospheric icing processes. The

DSD influences the trajectories of the dispersed phase particles which collide

with the icing object. Several models have been developed to study ice ac-

cretion and to examine how both droplet size and trajectory can influence

ice growth (see Karev et al. I., 2003; Karev et al. II., 2003; Makkonen, 2000

and references therein). The size and dynamics of the droplets are influenced

by a number of parameters and physical phenomena, including aerodynamic

drag, gravity, droplet collision, evaporation, and turbulence of the carrying

phase. The effects of evaporation and cooling were discussed in Karev and

Farzaneh (2002) leading to the conclusions drawn by this study, that evapora-
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tion and cooling are the decisive factors in the determination of DSD, but that

droplet collision and gravitational sedimentation are also significant under cer-

tain given conditions as predicted experimentally. Both the latter phenomena,

therefore, are examined in detail in the present article and a two-dimensional

model of laminar two-phase spray flows is presented. Calculations of droplet

trajectories are based on a simple equation of droplet motion that considers

aerodynamic drag and gravity as factors. The main goal of this study is to

simulate the process of droplet collision and to study the way in which it in-

fluences DSD. Theoretical results are subjected to experimental verification,

which is the rationale for the simulation of droplet motion in an icing wind

tunnel. Ambient parameters are also adjusted so that the experiments ap-

proximate natural conditions as closely as possible. Since atmospheric icing

processes are under examination here, water droplets are assumed to flow in

the air stream. An ulterior goal of this study is that the model should include

turbulence considering that it amplifies the effects of droplet collision on the

DSD. There are several reasons for modeling the development of DSD in icing

wind tunnels. Firstly, the collargol method (Godard, 1960), which was applied

in earlier wind tunnel experiments (Karev and Farzaneh, 2002) to determine

DSD, can be used only for ambient temperatures above the freezing point of

water. In other words, it is not applicable under icing conditions. Moreover,

it was found in Karev and Farzaneh (2002) that the DSD in an icing wind

tunnel under various icing conditions was a strong function of the relative

humidity of air. Thus, it was necessary to develop a method for the predic-

tion of DSD under various icing conditions. Secondly, if the evolution of the

DSD is known for a simulated aerosol cloud flowing inside the wind tunnel

from the spray bar to the icing object, it is always possible to control the

LWC/DSD combination near the icing object. By adjusting nozzle-dynamic
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parameters (NDPs), experiments may be carried out with natural LWC/DSD

combinations as recorded in field measurements. Lastly, the modeling of DSD

development provides information about the non-uniformity of aerosol clouds.

The droplet distribution in an aerosol cloud is not uniform in wind tunnels,

while it can be considered uniform under natural conditions due to the large

size of the aerosol cloud as compared to that of the icing object.

Considerable research has already been carried out on droplet collision. It is a

widely accepted fact that binary droplet collisions exhibit five distinct regimes

of outcomes, namely (i) coalescence after minor deformation, (ii) bouncing,

(iii) coalescence after substantial deformation, (iv) reflexive separation, and

(v) stretching separation. The collision process is usually characterized by

three parameters: the Weber number, the impact parameter, and the droplet

size ratio. Boundary curves between the regions of possible outcomes in terms

of these parameters are proposed by several authors (Ashgriz and Poo, 1990;

Brazier-Smith et al., 1972; Estrade et al., 1999). Extensive experimental in-

vestigation was conducted and several outcome maps are presented in Qian

and Law (1997). Further experimental studies were reviewed by Orme (1997).

Detailed description of each collision outcome regime is provided in Section 3

together with the boundary curves which are used in our model.

In the present paper, an attempt was made to simulate a two-phase air/dispersed

water flow both numerically and experimentally. The initial DSD, LWC, and

droplet velocities, as they occur at the nozzle outlet after the break-up of the

emanating liquid jet, are determined by the properties of the liquid jet and

the spray nozzle. The initial DSD is estimated in the computer simulation

in accordance with previous experimental results. A two-dimensional model is

derived to simulate droplet motion in the wind tunnel, and droplet trajectories
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are modified according to collisions. The vertical distribution of the LWC near

the icing object is also determined and verified by experimental observations.

2 Break-up Process

Several authors have studied the break-up process of liquid jets. Reitz and

Bracco (1986) described, in detail, the mechanism of the break-up of round

liquid jets. According to the linear stability theory, the liquid jet breaks up

at the most unstable wave which is the one with the maximum growth rate.

The corresponding dominant wavelength determines the mass mean diameter

of the resulting droplets through the conservation of mass. Li (1995) proposed

a model for finding the most unstable wave in cylindrical liquid jets. Lin and

Reitz (1998) presented numerical formulas for the maximum growth rate and

for the corresponding wavelength where liquid jets break up. These formu-

las provide an adequate approximation of the results discussed in Li (1995).

Several empirically derived mean diameters for different types of nozzles are

listed in Lefebvre (1989). One possible way of finding the resulting DSD is to

compute the mass mean diameter or the median volume diameter and then

apply a distribution function. Lefebvre (1989) reviewed some theoretical and

empirical distribution functions that are widely used for DSD. Some of these

functions give mass-based size distribution, but this can easily be converted

into DSD, since droplets are assumed to be spherical. Experimental obser-

vations on the dependence of the mass-based size distribution on the NDPs

are presented in Karev et al. (2002). DSD is recorded and the experimentally

matched curve is obtained in Karev and Farzaneh (2002).

In a future study the median volume diameter will be determined by utilizing a
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theoretical, numerical or empirical formula and a distribution function will be

applied to estimate the DSD at the nozzle exit. Thus, the distribution obtained

will not depend on the data measured or the actual experimental setting.

The results obtained by Karev and Farzaneh (2002) are used as input in the

present paper. These researchers measured DSD at the nozzle exit by using

the collargol slide impact method (Godard, 1960). The description of these

experiments can be found in Karev and Farzaneh (2002). Droplet diameters

were measured, then these were collected in 5 µm-wide bins and their sizes

were approximated by taking the arithmetic mean of each bin. In this paper,

we simulate the flow for a particular set of measurements, where the NDPs

were as follows: water pressure pw = 3.6 ·105 Pa, air pressure pa = 1.7 ·105 Pa,

water flow rate 3.9 · 10−6 m3/s, and air flow rate 3.7 · 10−4 m3/s. The following

curve was matched to the experimental results in Karev and Farzaneh (2002):

f(d) =































0.0097 (d − 6.5)2 e−0.1804d d ∈ [6.5µm, 42.9µm]

0.0196 (d − 6.5)2 e0.0012d2
−0.2483d d ∈ [42.9µm, 100µm]

, (1)

where d is the droplet diameter. Droplets of a diameter in the range between

5 µm and 100 µm are observed near the nozzle outlets in the wind tunnel

experiments. The proposed curve is not applicable without significant error if

the droplet diameter is outside the range between 6.5 µm and 100 µm. In spite

of the lower limit of this range, droplets of a diameter of less than 6.5 µm,

but not less than 5 µm, may be considered. The reason for this is that the

droplet size spectrum is discretized in the computation, 5 µm-wide bins are

thereby created, and droplets in the 5 µm-to-10 µm bin are treated as droplets

of 7.5 µm in diameter. Also, since the diameter of the largest droplets in the

present case is 100 µm, the upper limit of the range of applicability does not
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cause any problem. In other experiments however, when the NDPs are changed

and droplets of larger diameter are produced, the approximation represented

by Equation (1) is not applicable. This justifies making a greater effort in

our forthcoming research to find a workable formula which depends on NDPs,

thereby making it applicable in the simulation of any experiment carried out

using the same type of nozzle.

Figure 1 shows the DSD obtained in Karev and Farzaneh (2002) for the NDPs

given in the previous paragraph. The diagram illustrates this by means of

circles connected by a jointed line, while the dotted line represents the matched

curve obtained by Equation (1). The DSD as obtained by Karev and Farzaneh

(2002) may be used in this model as the initial DSD, in view of the fact that

the simulated air/water flow in the wind tunnel assumes the same nozzle

characteristics and NDPs as in the earlier experiments.

3 Droplet Collision

The binary droplet collision phenomenon is discussed in this section. The phe-

nomenon of droplet collision is mainly controlled by the following physical pa-

rameters: droplet velocities, droplet diameters, dimensional impact parameter,

surface tension of the liquid, and the densities and viscosity coefficients of the

liquid and the surrounding gas, but further components may also be impor-

tant, such as the pressure, the molecular weight and the molecular structure

of the gas. From these physical parameters several dimensionless quantities

can be formed, namely, the Weber number, the Reynolds number, impact pa-

rameter, droplet size ratio, the ratio of densities, and the ratio of viscosity

coefficients. Thus, for a fixed liquid-gas system, the outcome of collisions can
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be described by three non-dimensional parameters: either the Weber number

or the Reynolds number, the impact parameter, and the droplet size ratio.

(i) The Weber number is the ratio of the inertial force to the surface force and

is defined as follows:

We =
ρdU

2
r DS

σ
, (2)

where ρd is the droplet density, Ur is the relative velocity of the interacting

droplets, DS is the diameter of the smaller droplet, and σ is the surface

tension. In some references, the Weber number is based on the size of both

droplets (Post and Abraham, 2002), i.e. the sum of the radii of the colliding

droplets appears in Equation (2) instead of the diameter of the smaller

droplet.

(ii) The dimensional impact parameter b is defined as the distance from the

center of one droplet to the relative velocity vector placed on the center

of the other droplet. This definition is illustrated in Figure 2. The non-

dimensional impact parameter is calculated as follows:

B =
2b

DL + DS

, (3)

where DL is the diameter of the larger droplet.

(iii) The droplet size ratio is given by

∆ =
DS

DL

. (4)

It should be clear that ∆ ≤ 1, although some authors prefer to use the

reciprocal γ = 1/∆.

When two droplets interact during flight, five distinct regimes of outcomes

may occur, as listed in Section 1, and depicted in Figure 3 in the B − We
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plane for four different values of ∆. When two droplets approach each other,

the gas layer between them becomes trapped and the pressure rises in the gap

between the droplets. If the drops travel slowly enough then the gas has time

to escape before the drops touch, so that coalescence can occur after minor

deformation. This phenomenon is also referred to as slow coalescence in the

literature (Post and Abraham, 2002). Regime I in Figure 3 corresponds to this

outcome. If the relative velocity of the droplets is higher, there is not enough

time for the gas to escape and the surfaces of the droplets do not make contact

due to the intervening gas film, so the droplets become deformed and bounce

apart. The corresponding domain in Figure 3 is regime II. When the relative

velocity is even higher and the collisional kinetic energy is sufficient to expel

the intervening layer of gas, the droplets will coalesce after substantial defor-

mation. Regime III in Figure 3 is associated with coalescence after substantial

deformation. The film thinning process and the effect of surface mobility on

collision are examined in detail in MacKay and Mason (1963), and Jeelani and

Hartland (1998), respectively. If the collisional kinetic energy exceeds the value

for permanent coalescence, then the temporarily coalesced droplets separate

into two or more droplets. Qian and Law (1997) distinguish two regimes of

separation, i.e. coalescence followed by separation for near head-on collisions,

and coalescence followed by separation for off-centre collisions. The droplets

oscillate and undergo a reflexive separation for near head-on collisions (regime

IV in Figure 3), while they tend to stretch apart and undergo a stretching

separation for off-centre collisions (regime V in Figure 3). Temporary coales-

cence (regimes IV and V) may result in either disruption or fragmentation. In

disruption, the collision product separates into the same number of droplets

which existed prior to the collision. In fragmentation, the coalesced droplet

breaks up into numerous satellite droplets (Orme, 1997).
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It is clear that bounce affects droplet trajectory, but it does not modify the

droplet size. Coalescence followed by disruption does not have any significant

influence on droplet size. Even if some mass transfer occurs, the droplet diam-

eters are not usually changed in any observable way. Other regions of collision

outcomes, however, may influence DSD, because the sizes of post-collision

droplets are different from those of the pre-collision droplets. During fragmen-

tation, a number of small satellite droplets is formed with the accompanying

decrease in droplet size. Fragmentation occurs when the relative velocity of

colliding droplets is high, and since low velocity flows are under examination

here, the phenomenon almost never occurs in this investigation. Coalescence

after either minor or substantial deformation results in one droplet of a larger

size than that of the pre-collision droplets. Since these phenomena appear at

low velocities, it is expected that their effect is significant as regards this study

indicating that droplet collision causes an increase in droplet size.

In the next subsections, boundary curves between the regimes of possible

outcomes are derived in terms of the dimensionless parameters introduced

above. These curves are signified by capital letters in Figure 3.

3.1 Stretching Separation and Coalescence

Brazier-Smith et al. (1972) proposed a stretching separation criterion based

on energy consideration. The criterion for stretching separation is that the

rotational energy of the coalesced droplet exceeds the surface energy required

to re-form the original two droplets from the coalesced pair, which implies the
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following:

We >
4.8

B2

[

1 + γ2 − (1 + γ3)
2/3

]

(1 + γ3)
11/3

γ6 (1 + γ)2
. (5)

Curve A in Figure 3 represents this condition. Ashgriz and Poo (1990) pro-

posed an alternative criterion for stretching separation which is assumed to

arise when the total effective stretching kinetic energy is greater than the

surface energy of the region of interaction. They showed, however, that con-

dition (5) also provides a satisfactory prediction for the stretching separation

boundary. The velocity of each droplet after stretching separation is provided

in Gavaises et al. (1996) as follows:

Unew
L =

ULD3
L + USD3

S + D3
S (UL − US) Z

D3
L + D3

S

, (6)

where UL and US are the velocities of the larger and smaller pre-collision

droplets, respectively, and

Z =
B − Bcr

1 − Bcr

in which Bcr is the critical impact parameter above which the collision results

in stretching separation and below which the coalescence is permanent. This

parameter may be computed according to the following formula

Bcr = min









1.0,

√

√

√

√

√

4.8

We

[

1 + γ2 − (1 + γ3)2/3
]

(1 + γ3)11/3

γ6 (1 + γ)2









. (7)

The velocity Unew
S of the smaller droplet may be calculated similarly, in view

of the fact that the quantities designating the larger and the smaller droplets

are interchanged in Equation (6).
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3.2 Reflexive Separation and Coalescence

Ashgriz and Poo (1990) derived a criterion for reflexive separation. This is

based on a balance between reflexive kinetic energy and surface energy. They

consider that once the coalesced drops have stretched far enough for a thin

ligament to form, the surface energy will promote the separation rather than

prevent it. Therefore, the reflexive kinetic energy need not be so high as the

nominal surface energy for separation to occur. They postulate that the condi-

tion of reflexive separation is that the effective reflexive kinetic energy be more

than 75 % of the nominal surface energy which can be expressed as follows:

We > 3
(

7
(

1 + ∆3
)2/3

− 4
(

1 + ∆2
)

)

∆ (1 + ∆3)
2

∆6η1 + η2

, (8)

where

η1 = 2 (1 − ξ)2
(

1 − ξ2
)1/2

− 1, η2 = 2 (∆ − ξ)2
(

∆2 − ξ2
)1/2

− ∆3 and

ξ =
1

2
B (1 + ∆) .

The corresponding transition curve in Figure 3 is the one indicated by B.

3.3 Bounce and Coalescence

Estrade et al. (1999) provide a criterion for bouncing. They assume that if the

droplet initial kinetic energy of deformation does not exceed the energy re-

quired to produce a limit deformation, then droplets will bounce. The criterion

required for coalescence to occur is given by

We >
∆ (1 + ∆2) (4φ′ − 12)

χ (1 − B2)
, (9)
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where

χ =































1 − (2 − τ)2 (1 + τ) /4, if τ > 1.0

τ 2 (3 − τ) /4, if τ ≤ 1.0

, τ = (1 − B) (1 + ∆)

and φ′ is the shape factor. This factor is a measure of the deformation of the

droplets from their initial spherical shape, and its proposed value is 3.351.

Curve C in Figure 3 is defined by condition (9).

3.4 A Composite Collision Outcome Model

This composite collision outcome model takes account of stretching separation,

reflexive separation and bounce, as well as coalescence after minor deforma-

tion (or slow coalescence) and coalescence after substantial deformation. Since

there is no criterion proposed in the literature for slow coalescence to occur,

experimental results (Qian and Law, 1997) are considered in order to apply

a simple condition. We use the fact that droplet bounce is not observed in

water droplets for head-on collisions at atmospheric pressure, and also that

the regime of slow coalescence always vanishes as the non-dimensional impact

parameter reaches unity. The boundary curve in the B − We plane is the

line joining two given points (see curve D in Figure 3). One of these points

separates the regime of bounce from that of coalescence after substantial de-

formation for head-on collisions, while the other point is the one where the

Weber number is zero and the impact parameter is unity. This implies that the

transition curves between slow coalescence and bounce (curve D), as well as

between bounce and coalescence after substantial deformation (curve C), in-

tersect each other for B = 0. As the droplet size ratio, ∆, decreases, separation
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occurs for higher Weber numbers only, while the regimes of slow coalescence

and bounce shrink so that the regime of coalescence after substantial defor-

mation becomes larger. Note that the regime of slow coalescence does not

disappear for ∆ = 0.25, but it is not visible due to the scale in Figure 3(d).

Qian and Law (1997) presented the results of a comprehensive experimen-

tal investigation of binary droplet collision dynamics with emphasis on the

transition between different collision outcomes. They carried out numerous

experiments involving different liquids, different environments and different

gas pressures, and they also produced photographic images of the processes

under examination. According to their experimental results, the ambient gas

pressure affects the location of the boundary curves. If the gas pressure is low,

then droplet bounce occurs only for large impact parameters, i.e. the tran-

sition curves C and D intersect each other in certain cases of B > 0, while

the regions of coalescence after minor and substantial deformation are not

distinct. On the other hand, if the gas pressure is high, then transition curve

C moves toward higher Weber numbers, while the transition curve D moves

in the opposite direction. Thus, if the gas pressure increases, then the region

of slow coalescence tends to shrink or even disappear. All the experimental

results revealed in Qian and Law (1997) show good qualitative agreement with

the regimes of outcomes and the transition between them obtained by the con-

ditions presented in this section. Their results for water droplets in a nitrogen

environment at a gas pressure of around 2 · 105 Pa coincide entirely with our

collision regimes even from a quantitative point of view.

The composite model is applied during droplet flow in the wind tunnel begin-

ning at least 30 cm downstream of the nozzle exit where the disintegration

of the liquid jet is assumed to be completed. It is important to emphasize
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this fact, because the composite collision outcome model is not constructed

with the intention of simulating the break-up process, and the assumption of

the model that the velocity of droplets is low, i.e. in the range of free stream

velocity, is applicable only when the process of atomization is already over.

The droplet size ratio, the Weber number, and the impact parameter are all

calculated during simulation of the droplet motion. Firstly, it is necessary to

ascertain whether slow coalescence occurs by using the boundary condition

between the regions of slow coalescence and bounce, as explained earlier in

this subsection. Then criterion (9) is applied to determine whether or not

bouncing has occurred. If bounce has not occurred, then droplets coalesce, at

least temporarily. Lastly, criteria (5) and (8) are applied to determine if either

stretching separation or reflexive separation has occurred. After obtaining the

collision outcome, the sizes and velocities of the post-collision droplets need

to be determined. In case of coalescence, the size and velocity are calculated

in such a way as to conserve mass and momentum. When droplets bounce,

their sizes do not change and their velocities are modified according to the

conservation of momentum. If separation occurs, the sizes of post-collision

droplets are assumed to be equal to those of the pre-collision droplets. Al-

though Ashgriz and Poo (1990), in their study, found that there was a mass

transfer from the larger droplet to the smaller one, they did not publish any

quantitative analyses at that time. The velocities of post-collision droplets,

in the case of stretching separation, are calculated according to the relation

given by (6), while in the case of reflexive separation they are approximated

by the velocities of the pre-collision droplets. According to the low velocities

and Weber numbers of the simulated flows, separation appears rarely as com-

pared to the other three regions of outcomes. Since fragmentation is the result

of collision with excessive kinetic energy and consequent high Weber number,
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satellite droplet formation is not considered in our model. A composite model

was proposed by Post and Abraham (2002) also, and although they did not

investigate slow coalescence, they studied Diesel spray with high velocities and

Weber numbers, thus the appearance of slow coalescence in their work may

be disregarded. In contrast, the present model deals with flows with lower

velocities where the occurrence of slow coalescence is far more significant.

4 The Two-Dimensional Model

The two-dimensional model for air/dispersed water flows is based on the

particle-source-in cell (PSI-CELL) model constructed by Crowe et al. (1977)

and the droplet equation proposed by Maxey and Riley (1983). The flow field

is subdivided into a series of cells, which are regarded as control volumes.

For simplification, it is assumed that the cross-section of the wind tunnel is

constant, as are gas velocity and pressure. The liquid phase is treated in a La-

grangian fashion. Since there are too many droplets to examine individually,

they are collected into parcels. The method is based on the concept of the

discrete parcel approach (O’Rourke and Bracco, 1980). Each parcel contains

the same number of drops of identical size and velocity. The trajectories of the

droplets are obtained by integrating the equations of motion for the droplets

in the gas flow.

The equation of motion of a droplet with simplifications according to the

assumptions of the previous paragraph is given by Maxey and Riley (1983)

π

6
d3 (ρd + 0.5ρ)

dv

dt
=

π

6
d3 (ρd − ρ)g + 3πdµf (u − v) , (10)
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where v,u and g are the droplet velocity, gas velocity, and gravity vectors,

respectively, d and ρd are the diameter and density of the droplet, respectively,

ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity of the gas, respectively, while

f considers the Stokes drag, expressed as follows (Crowe et al. (1977)):

f = 1 + 0.15Re0.687 (11)

for all Reynolds numbers Re up to 1000, based on the gas-droplet relative

velocity

Re =
ρ |u − v| d

µ
. (12)

Dividing Equation (10) by (ρd +0.5ρ)πd3/6, and assuming that ρd À ρ, which

is held in the present study, because the density of water is much greater than

that of air, we obtain

dv

dt
= g +

18µ

ρdd2
f (u − v) . (13)

This equation is transformed into dimensionless form for the sake of simplicity

throughout the discussion. The nondimensional parameters U = u/u,V =

v/u and T = tu/l are used, where u = |u| and l is the horizontal distance

between the nozzles and the icing object in the tunnel or, in other words, the

simulated length of the tunnel. Thus, T means the time required for a droplet

to pass through the tunnel if the horizontal component of its velocity were

always the air stream velocity u. The introduction of these parameters leads

to the following equation:

dV

dT
=

l

u2
g +

18µl

ρdd2u
f (U − V) . (14)
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Since f is a function of the Reynolds number, which depends on the droplet

velocity and, thereby, f varies with time, Equation (14) is integrated numeri-

cally by using the Euler scheme in a predictor-corrector mode:

V∗ =Vj +
dV

dT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

j

∆T , (15)

Vj+1 =Vj +





dV

dT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

j

+
dV

dT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∗





∆T

2
, (16)

where ∆T is the nondimensional time interval, and the subscripts j and j + 1

refer to quantities at the beginning and at the end of the time increment,

respectively. The subscript ∗ refers to an intermediate value, which is the result

of the predictor step represented by Equation (15), and which is corrected in

the corrector step represented by Equation (16). After determining the new

droplet velocity Vj+1, the new droplet position Xj+1 is obtained by applying

the trapezoidal scheme

Xj+1 = Xj + (Vj + Vj+1)
∆T

2
, (17)

where the droplet position with horizontal component X and vertical com-

ponent Y are also nondimensionalized by the characteristic length l, i.e. the

simulated length of the wind tunnel. Note that Equation (17) represents sim-

pler computation than Equations (15) and (16), but it cannot be applied to

find droplet velocity, because dV/dT |j+1
is not known when Vj+1 is com-

puted.

The parcels of drops are tracked in space and time as if they were a single

droplet only, but from the collisional point of view, their size is considered

larger according to the number of droplets carried in one parcel. In each time

step, the position and velocity of droplet parcels are determined, and if the dis-
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tance between two parcels is less than the sum of their radii, they will collide.

The outcome of collisions and the sizes and velocities of post-collision droplets

are determined by utilizing the composite collision outcome model described

in Subsection 3.4. Then, this process is continued in the next time steps until

a termination condition is not satisfied, in other words, until droplets do not

reach the icing object or the end of the wind tunnel.

5 Results and Discussion

A Fortran computing tool was written to calculate the positions and veloci-

ties of parcels of droplets in the wind tunnel, as well as sizes of droplets after

collision according to the models described in Subsection 3.4 and Section 4.

First, an individual droplet is tracked in order to study the effect of grav-

ity on droplet motion. Then, numerous droplets are considered and collected

into parcels, their motion is simulated and the way in which their collisions

influence the DSD is examined.

5.1 Effects of Gravity on Droplet Motion

It is assumed, for this analysis and discussion, that a water droplet flows in

air and the temperature of the air is −20 oC. Note that, in the present model,

the only role of temperature is that the density and viscosity of the ambient

gas are determined by its temperature. The process of droplet collision and

coalescence is assumed to be independent of gas temperature. However, a later

improvement of the model will include evaporation, in which air temperature

plays an important role. Thus, the air temperature does not have a signifi-
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cant influence on the present simulation results, but it is chosen in accordance

with the conditions of the LWC measurement. The densities of the gas and

the droplet are ρ = 1.39 kg/m3 and ρd = 1000 kg/m3, respectively, the dy-

namic viscosity of the gas is µ = 1.62 · 10−5 kg/(ms) and the gravitational

acceleration is gx = 0 m/s2, gy = −9.81 m/s2. The initial droplet velocity is

vx,0 = 20 m/s, vy,0 = 0 m/s and the gas velocity is assumed to be horizontal.

The dimensionless parameters introduced in Section 4 are used throughout

this discussion. The effect of free stream velocity and droplet diameter on the

droplet trajectory and droplet velocity is investigated in terms of the Froude

number, Fr, and the Stokes number, St, which are defined as follows:

Fr =
u2

|gy|l
,

St =
ρdd

2u

18µl
. (18)

The droplet trajectory was simulated assuming that the droplet moves in a

wind tunnel 4.4 m and 0.45 m in simulated length (l) and height (h), re-

spectively. Thus, X = 0 and X = 1 represent the horizontal position of

the nozzles and the icing body or the end of the tunnel, respectively, while

Y = 0, Y = −0.051, and Y = 0.051 correspond to the vertical position of

the nozzles, the bottom of the tunnel and the top of the tunnel, respectively.

The wind tunnel is described in greater detail in Section 6. Figure 4 shows the

droplet position as the Froude and Stokes numbers are varied. According to

Figure 4(a) if the Froude number increases, then the effect of gravity decreases,

i.e. the vertical deflection of the droplet trajectory is less. On the other hand,

if the Stokes number increases, then the effect of gravity is more significant,

the vertical deflection of the droplet trajectory is greater, as shown in Figure
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4(b). The Froude number increases with free stream velocity, although the

droplet diameter decreases slightly, because the Stokes number should be kept

constant in Figure 4(a). The Stokes number increases with droplet diameter,

and the free stream velocity is constant in order for the Froude number to

remain constant in Figure 4(b). These relationships mean that the influence

of gravity is greater for lower air velocities and larger droplet diameters.

Figure 5 shows the horizontal and vertical components of the dimensionless

droplet velocity, as the Froude and Stokes numbers are varied. It can be ob-

served in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) that the horizontal component of the droplet

velocity tends toward a limit, which is the air stream velocity. If the Froude

number increases or the Stokes number decreases then the rate of convergence

is faster. According to Figures 5(c) and 5(d), the magnitude of the vertical

component of the droplet velocity decreases with the Froude number and in-

creases with the Stokes number, which corresponds to the fact that the effect of

gravity decreases with air stream velocity and increases with droplet diameter.

The vertical deflection of droplet trajectories influences the vertical distribu-

tion of LWC. Here, we consider a flow of droplets and simulate their motion

under the same conditions as given in the first paragraph of this subsection,

except that the droplet velocity is assumed to have a vertical component due

to the non-zero spray angle of the nozzle. This component is varied periodi-

cally between a minimum and a maximum value such that the angle of the

velocity vector is in the interval (−α/2, α/2), where α is the spray angle. The

spray angle is a property of the nozzle and is thus known. The simulation

starts 30 cm downstream of the nozzles for air stream velocity 30 m/s and 50

cm downstream of the nozzles for air stream velocities 5 and 10 m/s. The wind

tunnel is divided into small cells and the LWC is computed in the cells that
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are located at the icing object or at the end of this tunnel. The position and

size of each droplet are known at the end of simulation, thus, the total mass

of droplets can be computed in each cell. The mass of droplets in the cell at

Y = 0, or in an adjacent cell, divided by the volume of the cell gives a refer-

ence LWC that is indicated by LWC0 in what follows. Then the ratio of LWC

in the other cells to LWC0 provides a vertical distribution of the LWC. Since

this computed relative LWC is compared to experimental results in Section 6,

and the measured relative LWC is based on the amount of ice on a cylinder,

the number of droplets in each cell must be multiplied by the collection effi-

ciency. The collection efficiency is different for droplets of different diameters,

and Section 6 provides a discussion of how to compute this parameter.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the LWC in the actual cell to LWC0 for three

different air stream velocities. For a high velocity (30 m/s), droplets can be

found in a very narrow region only, i.e. droplets do not appear more than 5

cm above the zero vertical coordinate (Y = 0.011) and they do not appear

more than 8 cm below this level either (Y = −0.018). The lower the air stream

velocity is, the larger this region becomes. For 10 m/s, droplets are found 7

cm above (Y = 0.016) and 20 cm below the level of the nozzles (Y = −0.045),

while droplets occur even at the bottom of the tunnel, i.e. 22.5 cm below the

level of the nozzles (Y = −0.051), if the air stream velocity is 5 m/s only.

The maximum LWC also occurs at a lesser height as the air stream velocity

decreases. It may be concluded that the effect of gravity is negligible for high

air stream velocities, while for low air stream velocities it has a significant

influence on the droplet trajectory and the vertical distribution of the LWC.
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5.2 Effects of Droplet Collision on Droplet Size Distribution

Parcels of droplets emanating from a nozzle into the wind tunnel are examined

for this assessment. As discussed in Section 2, the flow rate of the emanating

water may be adjusted to requirements. Since the geometry of the nozzle is

known, the initial droplet velocity may be calculated. The vertical component

of the droplet velocity is determined as discussed in Subsection 5.1.

The initial DSD is determined by the experimental results as discussed in

Section 2. From a computational point of view, the droplet spectrum is first

discretized. The points on the jointed line in Figure 1 represent the relative

frequencies of the appearance of droplets in each bin, and these values are then

used to obtain the discrete droplet spectrum. An interval of random numbers

corresponds to every discrete value of the droplet diameter as explained in

what follows. The relative frequency of droplets in the first bin, f1, determines

the interval i1 = [0, f1), the relative frequency of droplets in the second bin,

f2, determines the interval i2 = [f1, f1 + f2), and so on, while the relative

frequency of droplets in the last bin, fn, determines the interval in = [f1 +

f2 + . . .+fn−1, f1 +f2 + . . .+fn) = [f1 +f2 + . . .+fn−1, 1). Thus, each random

number in the interval [0, 1) is an element of exclusively one of the intervals

i1, i2, . . . , in. Then, a random number is generated for each parcel of droplets

and the diameter of each droplet in the parcel is the value in the spectrum that

corresponds to the interval of which the random number is an element. The

solid line in Figure 7 represents the DSD at the nozzle exit. Since the droplet

spectrum is discretized and droplet diameters are based on a limited number of

measured droplet diameters, the resulting distribution function is not smooth,

it even oscillates in some regions. Note that using a smooth matched function
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and generating a large quantity of random numbers, thereby taking numerous

parcels into account, would contribute to avoiding this problem, but it would

also increase the computational costs.

The number of emanating droplets in unit time is determined by the water

flow. If the volume mean diameter is known, the number of droplets per unit

volume may be calculated. If this number is multiplied by the water flow, the

number of emanating droplets may be obtained.

In the computer simulations, we assume that the nozzle exit diameter is a =

6 · 10−4 m and the spray angle is α = 15o. The air stream velocity is u = 10

m/s and horizontal. The horizontal component of the initial droplet velocity

is vx,0 = 20 m/s. The simulated length of the wind tunnel is 4.4 m. The DSD

of the emanating droplets and the DSD at the end of simulation (t = 1.55

s or T = 3.52) is shown in Figure 7. In order that the two curves be clearly

distinguishable in the domain of large droplets the same distributions are

enlarged in this figure. The initial and final median volume diameters are

37.9 µm and 45.5 µm, respectively.

In Figure 8, the change in the number of droplets of certain diameters over time

is shown for air stream velocity u = 10 m/s. Four diameters, 10 µm, 20 µm,

40 µm, and 60 µm, in particular, were chosen. Here, bins with a width of 10 µm

were used, thus diameter 10 µm indicates droplets of a diameter between 5 µm

and 15 µm. The number of small droplets decreases due to coalescence when

two droplets form a single droplet of a larger diameter. The number of droplets

of diameter d = 10 µm decreases by 18 %. The rate of decrease for droplets

of diameter d = 20 µm is 12 %. The number of droplets of a 40 µm diame-

ter changes to a slight degree, decreasing by less than 7 %, although during
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the simulation the number of droplets changes several times. The explanation

for this result is that the number of droplets of this diameter that coalesce

and form larger droplets as well as the number of coalescences that result

in droplets of 40 µm diameter are approximately the same. The number of

droplets of 60 µm diameter increases by 15 %. Although the curves represent-

ing the initial and final DSDs in Figure 7 are closely similar to each other,

the decrease in the number of small droplets combined with the increase in

the number of large droplets results in a not negligible increase in the median

volume diameter which may even exceed 20 %.

It should be noted that the changes in the curves in Figure 8 are more signif-

icant at the beginning of the simulation, while the number of droplets of each

diameter is more or less stabilized at the end of the simulation. The explana-

tion for this fact is that droplets are closer to each other, therefore the number

of collisions and coalescences are higher at the outset. It should also be noted

that several steps may be observed in the curves in Figure 8. The reason for

these steps is that the process of droplet coalescence is discrete. Once two

droplets coalesce, they disappear from the simulation and another droplet of

a larger diameter substitutes itself for them. The steps have finite tangents in

the figures, because droplets are counted in discrete time steps only (which

are larger than those of the simulation), therefore, the change in their number

is not considered immediately at the moment of coalescence. Also, it is only

possible to notice that the steps are higher if the diameter of the droplet is

large, because the initial number of these droplets is much lower. Since each

parcel contains the same number of droplets, and coalescence means that all

the droplets in the parcels coalesce, one collision which results in coalescence

causes a significantly greater change in the number of large droplets than in
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the number of small droplets.

These results show that droplet size increases due to droplet collision and

coalescence even in laminar flow. The flow in the wind tunnel, however, is

turbulent and we expect that the effect of collision is greater in turbulent

flow, because the relative velocity of colliding droplets is usually higher. A

further goal of this work, therefore, is to develop the present model to include

turbulence and to study how droplet size varies due to the phenomenon of

collision in turbulent flow.

6 Validation of Simulation Results

A number of experiments were carried out in the wind tunnel which is de-

scribed in Subsection 6.1. The relative LWC along the vertical direction was

measured. Since measurement results are based on the amount of ice accreted

on a cylinder, it must be considered that the ratio of droplets that hit the

cylinder depends on the droplet size and is less than unity. The calculation of

the collection efficiency that describes this ratio is discussed in Subsection 6.2.

Our model is mainly constructed in order to simulate the effect of gravity and

the evolution of DSD, but it is also applicable for computing relative LWC as

is discussed in Subsection 5.1. Since the DSD influences the LWC and gravity

affects the vertical distribution of LWC, the model is validated by comparing

computed and measured relative LWC along the height of the tunnel at the

location of the icing object. Simulation and experimental results are compared

in the last subsection of this section.
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6.1 The Experimental Set-up

Atmospheric icing processes can be modeled by wind-tunnel experiments. The

CIGELE icing research tunnel is a closed-loop low-speed icing wind tunnel

with a total length of about 30 m, including a 3 m long test section with

a rectangular cross-section 0.45 m high and 0.9 m wide. The technique for

simulating the atmospheric icing process is to inject water into a cold air

stream through the nozzles located on a horizontal spray bar. The spray bar

is located just downstream from the honeycomb, 4.4 m upstream from the

middle of the test section, where the icing structure being analyzed is usually

placed (see Figure 9). The pressures and the flow rates of the water line and

air line, i.e. the NDPs may be adjusted to requirements. These parameters

together with the nozzle characteristics have an influence on the liquid jet

break-up into a number of droplets, and they determine the resulting DSD.

For a more detailed description of the wind tunnel used for this sequence of

experiments see Karev and Farzaneh (2002).

6.2 The Collection Efficiency

The computed and measured relative LWC along the vertical direction are

compared in the following subsection. Cylinders are used as icing objects in

these experiments, and the relative LWC is computed by using the amount of

ice accreted on the cylinder (a more detailed discussion may be found in Sub-

section 6.3). In the computations, it must be considered that air streamlines

are deflected around the icing object, and small droplets tend to follow them,

hence the ratio of particles that hit the icing object must be reduced from
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unity. If the icing object is cylindrical then this ratio, the collection efficiency,

can be parameterized by two dimensionless parameters

K =
ρdvd

9µD
, (19)

where D is the cylinder diameter, and

Φ =
Re2

d

K
, (20)

where the Reynolds number, Red, is based on the free stream velocity. The

equations of droplet motion in the airflow around a cylinder can be solved

numerically (Langmuir and Blodgett, 1945), and the collection efficiency, ε,

may be determined by using the following empirical fit to the numerically

calculated data (Finstad et al., 1988 and Makkonen, 2000)

ε = A − 0.028 − C(B − 0.0454), (21)

where

A = 1.066K−0.00616e−1.103K−0.688

, (22)

B = 3.641K−0.498e−1.497K−0.694

, (23)

C = 0.00637(Φ − 100)0.381. (24)

According to this formula, the collection efficiency, ε, can be determined for

any droplet diameter, and, in the computation of relative LWC, the number of

droplets of each bin of diameters is multiplied by the corresponding collection

efficiency in order to obtain the amount of droplets that accrete on the icing

object.
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6.3 Computed and Measured Relative LWC

Experiments were carried out in the CIGELE icing research tunnel and were

subsequently compared with the results of computer simulation in Figure 11.

Cylinders are placed at a distance of 4.4 m from the nozzle, at seven different

levels, i.e. at a height of +15, +10, +5, 0, -5, -10 and -15 cm each, where the

0 height is the level of the nozzles. Only two cylinders are used in each experi-

ment, and are situated 10 cm apart in order to minimize their mutual influence.

The cylinders are exposed to air/dispersed water flow for two minutes, then

the circumferences of the cylinders covered by ice are measured every 10 cm

along the length of the cylinder. The difference between the circumferences of

the cylinders with and without ice makes it possible to compare the quantity

of ice on the cylinders at different locations and at different heights, and also

to calculate the local relative LWC (Ide, 1990). A cylinder covered by ice at

the end of the experiment is shown in Figure 10.

Experiments were performed for fixed NDPs which were given in Section 2, and

for air stream velocities of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 30 m/s. The NDPs determine

the DSD at the nozzle exit as shown by the jointed line in Figure 1, with

an MVD of 37.9 µm. The LWC depends on the NDPs and also on the air

stream velocity. This LWC was 2.9 g/m3, 5.0 g/m3 and 7.7 g/m3 for air stream

velocities of 5 m/s, 10 m/s and 30 m/s, respectively, at the mid-point of the

cross-section. The temperature was set at −20 oC, but some oscillations with

an amplitude of about 2 oC could not be avoided. The relative humidity was

between 75 % and 90 % during the experiments.

Experimental results are given in Figure 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c), respectively.
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Steps present the relative LWC according to our calculations, while points

correspond to experimental results. Circles, stars and plus signs show results

of measurements in the middle of the cross section of the tunnel, 10 cm right

and left of the center, respectively. In a similar fashion to Figure 6, the ratio

of the actual LWC to LWC0 is presented in these figures. It may be seen

that the region where droplets appear is wider for lower air stream velocity

in both the computer simulation and the experiment. The model provides an

acceptable estimation of the relative LWC for an air stream velocity of u = 5

m/s, although an underestimation may be observed above the level of the

nozzles. Since the change between the regions where there are no droplets and

where the amount of droplets has reached a maximum is slightly more abrupt

as observed in the experiments, the relative LWC is underestimated near the

top and bottom of the tunnel, for u = 10 m/s. The difference between these

changes is more noticeable for u = 30 m/s. The LWC maxima in both theo-

retical and experimental investigations appear farther from the zero height for

lower air stream velocity. It should be noted that abrupt jumps appear in Fig-

ures 11(a)-11(c). The vertical distribution of LWC would have been smoother

if the number of parcels included in the simulation increased, but causing this

flattening out would also result in a considerable increase in the computational

costs. It should be noted also, that even the errors in measurement may be

considered to be within the same range as the abrupt jumps. Thus, it may

be concluded that both simulation and experimental results are qualitatively

the same, but the model tends to underestimate the number of droplets, and

thereby the LWC, as the air stream velocity increases. One reason for this

disparity is that turbulence has a significant influence on the flow and it is

not considered in the computations. Droplets are dispersed in the air flow

due to turbulence, therefore the effects of turbulence on the spray particles
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are often modelled by adding a fluctuating velocity to the droplet velocity.

Turbulence causes the appearance of the dispersed phase in a wider vertical

range, as observed in the experiments, and it may also amplify the effects of

droplet collision by increasing the relative velocity of colliding droplets. A fur-

ther explanation of the disagreement between the theoretical and experimental

results may be the fact that in the theoretical calculations here, evaporation

and cooling are not taken into account since they are outside the scope of the

present work. In a previous study (Karev and Farzaneh, 2002), however, these

factors were found to be significant when the relative humidity of air was less

than 70 %.

7 Conclusions

A theoretical model of a two-phase air/dispersed water spray flow was con-

structed. In particular, an icing wind-tunnel experiment was simulated, whereby

water flow emanates from an air-assist nozzle at which point the water jet

breaks up into droplets. The break-up process determines the initial DSD.

This distribution was computed on the basis of the data measured, while the

computer simulation of the flow in the wind tunnel provided the final DSD.

This model considers droplet collision and gravitational sedimentation in that

they influence droplet motion. Simulations show that the effect of gravity,

i.e. the vertical deflection of droplet trajectories, is more pronounced when

the Froude number is lower and the Stokes number is higher, i.e. when the

droplet size is larger or the air stream velocity is lower. For low air stream

velocities such as 5 - 10 m/s, the vertical deflection of droplet trajectories is

significant, especially for large droplets. This causes the droplets to appear
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in a wider region below the level of the nozzles and the maximum of the

LWC occurs at a lower height than in the case of higher air stream velocities.

Experimental observations support simulation results qualitatively, although

the model underestimates the dispersion of droplets for higher air stream

velocities. In a future study, the effects of evaporation and turbulence will

be scrutinized in the expectation of improving the model.

Droplet collision and coalescence affect droplet size. According to simulation

of droplet motion at a distance of 4.4 m between the spray bar and the icing

body, the number of small droplets decreases and that of the large droplets

increases significantly. The number of droplets of 20 µm diameter decreases by

around 12 %, while the number of droplets of 10 µm diameter may decrease

by as much as 20 %. In previous investigations (Karev and Farzaneh, 2002) it

was found that the influence of evaporation and cooling was also the most sig-

nificant on droplets of small diameter (less than 15 µm), and when the relative

humidity of air was less than 70 %, these droplets may even evaporate com-

pletely. The number of droplets of 40 µm diameter decreases by about 7 %, but

droplets of 60 µm diameter may increase by close to 15 %. According to these

changes in droplet size, the median volume diameter may increase by 20 %

due to coalescence, assuming that the flow is laminar. These results show that

evaporation and cooling are not the only effects which are capable of changing

droplet size and trajectory, but that droplet collision and coalescence are also

important, together with gravitational sedimentation, which can be consid-

erable under certain conditions. Furthermore, there is a significant difference

between the effect of evaporation and the effect of droplet coalescence. The

number of droplets of any diameter decreases due to evaporation, albeit the

rate of decrease is much lower for large droplets. However, only the number
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of small droplets decreases due to collision followed by coalescence, while the

number of large droplets increases. The importance of the final DSD and the

droplet trajectories in icing processes is that, together with the geometry of

the icing object and the air stream velocity, they determine the efficiency of

collisions between the droplets and the icing object, as well as the amount of

ice accreted on the icing object.
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